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t 19-years-old, Essex fashion designers, Joanna
and Susanna Olasoji are making bold statements.
Their clothing brand, Anna Seven London, has
taken the UK by storm and soon will push them to the
forefront of the faith-inspired fashion world.
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Their fashion journey started back in 2012, at the age of
17, after watching fashion shows and indulging in fashion
and lifestyle magazines. “Fashion for us was just there. We
kind of just fell into it naturally. We remember watching
catwalk shows and looking through magazines thinking,
wow, we could actually do this.” But it has only been more
recently, where the twin’s fashion careers have taken a
rapid turn. “We did not know our brand was going to be
so big. We thought it was something we were only going
to do in our spare time.” Sharing how the response to
their fashion label has been, they explain how the power
of word-of-mouth sales has briskly aided their venture.
“The responses we received were very positive. We only
started the company in June and by August everything
popped off. There was a really big buzz. I think when one
person buys it, someone else sees them with it and wants
to be a part of it, so then they buy it too. It spreads around
places really quickly.” Living in an age where originality is
rare, wanting others to understand the impact of identity
is important to the duo. “Identity is a strong thing for us
because we are always ourselves. We would not advise
people to go mainstream and follow the paths of this
world. It is important to be true to yourself and to who
you are. No one should have to change for anyone. So
do not blend in, stand out.”
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With the ‘Anna’ deriving from the last part of their first
names, the ‘Seven’ represents the number of completion
and perfection. But can that describe what it is like
working with your twin? The girls explain. “Working with
your twin in great. The best part is that we understand
each other completely and that we are not afraid to
tell each other how we feel. We automatically click and
are in sync. However, the worst part about it is that we
are so equal; it can be hard for us to generate other
avenues of creativity. We are always together and we
do the exact same things, so in that respect it is hard.”
However, their idea of merging the creative, Christian
and secular world together to create a line that not
only appeals to both crowds but sends an underline
message of hope, youthfulness and individuality, is a
feature that has set them apart from the competition.
It is no wonder their favourite designers are Alexander
Wang, Ricardo Tisci and Public School. “These designers
are relatable and bring different elements to one
concept. This is something that we try to do with our
brand, especially with the words we use. We aim to be
inspiring, youthful, unique and creative.” Anna Seven’s
Thy Kingdom Come collection evokes messages that
carry biblical and contemporary language. Phrases like
‘thou shalt change the game’ and ‘thou shalt keep it
100’ bring a clear and concise message that can speak
to all. “I think because our stuff was very narrow people
understood the message. It was very unique because
people could easily see the merging of Christianity and
the secular world together. We want to make our clothes
modern and understandable for the people that do not
know about Christ.” But what does it mean to them to
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produce clothing that not only speaks fashion but faith?
Well Susanna explains one incident where their faith-filled
brand made an impact. “A woman came up to me and
told me how she loved my t-shirt, loved the way it was
done and how she was inspired by it. She even said she
felt God had spoken to her through the t-shirt. It is so nice
to know that something you have created has touched
people and not just in a creative way and not only to
inspire or to change the world but to also bring them to
God. That really is our main focus.”
Their faith in God has always been the foundation they
build on. So Joanna candidly explains their Christian
journeys. “Christianity, our faith, inspires us everyday.
Whatever we do, we make sure it is based around God
but we have not always had a relationship with him.
“Susanna has been a Christian since she was 16 and I
have since I was 17. Our mom is a Christian and would
bring us to church when we were younger but we only
went to church, as it was routine. It was not until we got
older, when we then understood Christianity for ourselves
and decided to accept Jesus into our lives.” With their
relationship with God set and their fashion careers in full
swing, the girls explain how fashion and faith work hand
in hand. “Our work is definitely a form of ministry for us.
It has taught us that you do not have to be a preacher,
singer or dancer to share God. You can preach in
anyway possible. We believe the gospel can be spread
in many different forms.” But it is not just fashion and
faith they feel passionate about. Joanna and Susanna’s
involvement with the A21 Campaign is a clear example
of how they not only want to make a difference spiritually
and physically but emotionally and financially too. “We
give 10% of each item sold to the A21 Campaign. It is
a charity that aims to abolish modern-day slavery and
human trafficking. We asked God how we could raise
money for the charity while doing something we loved.
We wanted to use our own creativity and our own skills
to give back. We felt as though we could relate to these
victimised girls as we are around the same age as them.
We imagined if that were one of us, what would we do.
So we decided to be ambassadors and give to support
that cause.”
With their pioneering spirits, go-getting attitude and
their journeys set ahead, what do they have planned
for spring/summer 2015? “Firstly, we want our business
to expand and go higher. We want our platform to
inspire others and push the combination of Christianity
and fashion to the top of the industry. But in regards to
spring/summer 2015, for us, it is all about monochrome
accessories. So that includes bags, headwear and
footwear.”
To catch all things AnnaSevenLDN, visit:
www.annasevenldn.com
www.facebook.com/AnnaSevenLDN
@AnnaSevenLdn
To catch #AllThingsAnna, visit:
www.allthingsanna.co.uk
@AllThingsAnnaIG
@AllThingsAnnaTW
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